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Dear  Mr.  Roberts:

Pursuant to the State Comptroller's authority as set forth in the Article V, Section 1 of the State
Constitution, Article 2, Section 8 of the State Finance Law and Article 3 of the General Municipal Law,
we have reviewed the actions taken by the New York City Department of Housing Preservation and
Development (HPD), as of March 31, 1997, to implement the recommendations contained in our audit
report A-9-94, “Oversight of Mitchell-Lama Housing Developments Needs to Be Strengthened to
Ensure That Reserve Accounts Meet Future Needs.”  Our prior report was issued April 19, 1995.   

Background

Mitchell-Lama housing developments (developments) were created under the 1961 State
Limited-Profit Housing Companies Law that was enacted to address an inadequate supply of safe and
sanitary dwellings or non-housekeeping accommodations for families and persons of low income.
HPD’s  Division of Housing Supervision (Division), is responsible for overseeing the operations of 56
developments.  Duties of the Division’s three property managers include performing annual physical
inspections and administrative audits of the developments,  reviewing development monthly reports, and
assuring that reserve accounts maintained for repairs and maintenance of the developments are funded
adequately.  The 56 developments consist of 35 cooperative apartment developments containing a total
of 17,112 units and 21 rental apartment developments containing a total of  13,232 apartment units.
The residents of each development employ  a managing agent to run daily operations.

Summary Conclusion

Our original audit found that HPD allowed developments under its jurisdiction to forgo the
funding of reserves.  The policy has resulted in many developments having insufficient reserves to meet
future repair and capital improvement needs.  We found no evidence that HPD determined the financial
impact of allowing the developments to underfund reserves.  Consequently, the City may be asked to
provide further funds to these developments to make necessary repairs and replacements.
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Summary of Status of Prior Recommendations

Of the five prior report recommendations, HPD has fully implemented one, partially
implemented one, and not implemented three recommendations.  Of the three that were not
implemented, HPD disagreed with two of them at the time of our original audit, and accordingly did not
plan to implement these recommendations. 

Follow-up Observations

Recommendation  1

Keep up-to-date records of each development's reserve fund and  monitor compliance
with reserve fund requirements.

Status - Not Implemented

Agency Action - In their response to our prior report, HPD officials disagreed with this 
recommendation and they continue to do so.   HPD officials prefer to rely on financial
statements of Certified Public Accounts (CPAs) to meet the intent of this recommendation.
Officials stated that while a second count of required and accumulated reserves may be
desirable, they do not believe that it is the most effective use of their resources.  

Auditors’ Comments - HPD should not solely rely on the CPA statements when monitoring reserves,
especially when statements do not always contain the required information.  In addition,
certified statements are only issued annually.  To ensure that the reserves are always adequate
to meet the developments’ needs, monitoring of reserves should be performed on a continuous
basis. 

Recommendation  2

Ensure that annual statements prepared for the developments by certified public
accountants accurately reflect reserve fund activities.

Status - Not Implemented

Agency Action - While HPD continues to agree with this recommendation, they have not taken any
action to implement it.  HPD officials stated that they expect to prepare specific written
guidelines for the accountants  who prepare the certified financial statements to follow.

Auditors’ Comments - HPD needs to implement the recommendation in a timely manner especially
since HPD staff do not monitor reserves on an onging basis.

Recommendation  3
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Require that all developments fund reserve accounts at appropriate levels.

Status - Partially Implemented

Agency Action - HPD is currently requiring that reserve accounts be properly funded at appropriate
levels for those developments which are seeking rent or carrying charge increases.  The
approved increases are predicated on the funding of the reserve account.  HPD continues to
claim that the rent or carrying charge increase approval process is the only method of effectively
enforcing the requirement.  HPD believes that it will be able to achieve better  compliance with
the reserve fund requirement for developments, because subsequent to the release of our prior
audit report 24 of the 56  developments have applied for increases.  To date 17 of these
developments have been granted approvals which also addressed reserve fund requirements.
HPD believes that the current trend toward applications for  rent or carrying charge increases
will enable them to enforce the reserve fund requirement for a majority of the developments.

Auditors’ Comments - While we are encouraged by the increased attention given to reserve account
funding, this issue has not been addressed for all the developments. The funding of the reserve
account is a critical issue, as these are the funds that will be needed for future  repairs and
improvements.  It is important for HPD to ensure that all reserve accounts are funded at
appropriate levels.

Recommendation  4

Ensure that the annual statements for each development  contain an estimate of the cost
of future repairs and replacements.  

Status - Not Implemented

Agency Action - In response to our prior audit, HPD officials disagreed with this recommendation and
they continue to do so.  Officials believe that implementing it will be too costly for the
developments.

Auditors’ Comments - These estimates would provide a reasonable basis for determining and
planning for future needs.  Without this information, neither the developments nor HPD can
be assured that the reserves are sufficient to meet future needs. 
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Recommendation  5

Review its method of determining reserve fund requirements, and consider using the
methodology of the New York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal.

Status - Fully Implemented

Agency Action - HPD has reviewed its method of determining reserve fund requirements, and it has also
considered using the methodology of the New York State Division of Housing and Community
Renewal (DHCR).  HPD officials stated that their methodology is more appropriate, because
DHCR does not have a prescribed formula for setting reserve accounts for the developments
under their supervision. 

Major contributors to this report were Tom Trypuc and Gennaro John Petillo.

We would appreciate your response to this report within 30 days, indicating any action planned
or taken to address any unresolved matters discussed in this report.  We also would like to take the
opportunity to thank the management and staff of  HPD for the courtesies and cooperation extended to
our auditors  during this review.

Very truly yours,

Jerry Barber
Audit Director

cc:  Jeffrey Jackson
.


